HOLE IN MY HEART (Psalm 147:3)
LYRICS
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1
I have at time walked lonely hills.
Aloneness never was my choice.

I have alone faced fears. For years.
I saw NO one who cared.

2
Alone, I lived my life of hurts.
For one who cared, I searched and searched.
I'd watch for smiing faces – for hope. I even went to church.
3
Alone I sat on the church's hard pew.
And then my mid heard words – but WHOSE??
'Twas not the preacher's--- I heard a voice.
INSIDE MY HEAD, I HEARD:
(INTERLUDE, switch to lively music)
CHORUS --- From God to you.... to each “you” among us:
It's ME that you've been searching for! Me who GIFTED you with that hole --- a
hole of darkness that can be filled JUST by the LORD God, who loves you.
I AM who you're missing. Who's been calling you – with love!
Come be with Me: You're never alone! Let me fill your heart's hole.
It's ME who can fill empty space – ME who BLESSED you with that hole – a
hole that draws you to keep searching for your onnly true Source of Joy!
Psalm Hundred-Forty-Seven, God heals hearts!
Come be with Me: You're never alone.... unless YOU tell ME: “GO!”
READING: No one is quite sure where the phrase GOD- SIZED HOLE came from.
Sompe people think it may have begun with Blaise Pascal, who wrote in his Pensees
before his 1662 death:
“What else does this craving, and this helplessness, proclaim
but that there was once in man a true happiness, of which all that now remains is the
empty print and trace? This he tries in vain to fill with everything around him, seeking in
things that are not there the help he cannot find in those that are, though none can help,

since this infinite abyss can be filled only
with an infinite and immutable object; in other words by God himself.”
-- Blaise Pascal, Pensées VII(425)
Song Story. At 5 AM on April 22, 2013, I awoke with Lines 1 and 2 in my head.
I wrote them in my journal, fillled in the lyrics quickly... but didn't find song again until
almost exactly two years later, in 2015...
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